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RPM 1 Carbon 
„Before you reach for your wallet to buy an expensive 

turntable replacement, seriously consider one or more (or all) 

of the above upgrades.“ 

Sound Quality  

The RPM, in its own right, is a top quality turntable, with a blend of upper and lower frequencies 

that form a nicely balanced output without misbehaving bass bloom or midrange smearing.  

Could I hear room for improvement? Of course, but then I can with any turntable at this price 

point. That said, like any super-budget design, there is always room for tweaks and modifications 

to enhance what’s already there.  

Paul Rigby reviews the Pro-Ject RPM 1 Carbon but also throws a bunch of wide-ranging 

modifications at it to see how far the sound changes…if at all 

The sector of the market occupied by the Pro-Ject RPM 1 Carbon — call it the budget or more 

likely ‘super-budget’ arena priced around £350-£800 – is busy with turntable variants that blend 

value for money with improved component choices and enhanced design implementations.   
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The Mat: Leather-it & cork-it 

The leather mat lowered veiling noise, creating a 

much smoother mid band, allowing the Spanish 

guitar to reach further in dynamic terms while giving 

the cellos more room to manoeuvre.  There was no 

balance issues mids you, just a slightly enhanced 

strength from this area. There was, however, a 

blanket of warmth over the upper areas of the 

sound frequency spectrum with a slight roll-off at 

the top edges. Not devastating in its effects, the 

effect was relatively minor but it was there.  
Leather-IT leather platter mat 

Rating: 7 

 

Because of that, I preferred the cork mat which was a tad less warm and slightly more dynamic in 

terms of the upper mids. In fact, the frequency extremities seemed to be further apart with the 

cork mat, giving a wider spectrum of sonic colours to experience, adding to the richness of the 

soundstage and enhancing the sheer detail within via improved midrange insight. Guitar string 

resonance appeared to be enhanced, for example.  
Cork-IT platter mat 

Rating: 8 

A new platter: Acryl-it 

The installation of the new platter was, in itself, a major component upgrade that moved the track 

up several rungs in terms of clarity. That sonic improvement was further enhanced by adding the 

cork mat on top of this replacement platter.  
Acryl-IT Platter 

Rating: 9 

New Phono Cables: Connect-it CC 

The response of the new cables was to lower noise further which enhanced the overall 

soundstage again. 

Ortofon 2M Blue 

With the 2M Blue in place, the music featured less noise and greater 

precision in the upper mids.  Adding the Blue upgrade was a winner and 

highly recommended.  
Ortofon 2M Blue 

Rating: 8 
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Original review see: https://theaudiophileman.com/modding-turntable-pro-ject-rpm-3/ 
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Conclusion 

Well not a RPM 3 Carbon, that’s for sure! That is, the final sonic difference is so large, the sound is 

actually completely different and in a good way. It’s more like a RPM 4 Carbon! The overall sound 

quality is so far away from the original that this deck sounds like a completely new design. It also 

should provide confidence and added security for those RPM 3 Carbon buyers out there.  A bit 

fed up with your current turntable’s sound quality and feel like an upgrade? Well, before you reach 

for your wallet to buy an expensive turntable replacement, seriously consider one or more (or all) 

of the above upgrades.   

Plattform base: Ground-it 

The enhanced bass provided a full and weighty element to the soundstage, while the music 

moved along with a mass but it never dragged. The bass section remained quite sprightly.  

The Feet: Absorb-it 

The feet were excellent in terms of enhancing bass and providing a stronger and more significant 

range of lower frequencies.  


